
robyn’s kitchen 
essentials 

My favorite tools and appliances I use daily in my kitchen! 

Box Grater - Grating raw vegetables produces a different texture that will make your salads 
more interesting. Try this with roots (like radishes, carrots, and beets) or squashes. 

Cast Iron Skillet - Cooking with a cast iron skillet is a natural way to add more iron to your food 
especially since many women are iron-deficient.   

Fine Mesh Strainer - Great for washing veggies or rinsing quinoa (you must rinse quinoa before 
cooking to remove it’s natural, bitter coating). 

Food Processor - Good for chopping veggies quickly (without any actual chopping on your part) 
and for blending up sauces. 

Juicer - Sometimes nothing hits the spot quite like a fresh juice! I recommend a masticating 
juicer as you’ll get more juice from your produce. Also your juice will be richer in vitamins and 
nutrients since fruits and vegetables aren’t shredded with blades, which exposes the produce 
to air and speeds up oxidation. 

High Speed Blender - A quality high speed blender or Vitamix is essential for making my 
blended soups (and trust me, you want to make these soups). It’s also perfect for smoothies, 
sauces, and homemade alternative milk. 

Lemon squeezer - Fresh squeezed lemon juice is a key ingredient in many of my recipes, so do 
yourself a favor and buy a lemon juicer! I promise it will make your time in the kitchen much 
more enjoyable. 

Microplane - It’s like a mini box grater. Use it to zest citrus or grate fresh ginger and garlic. 

Rice Cooker - Short on time? Then this appliance is for you. All you do is add your grain (rice, 
quinoa, amaranth, etc) and water and then “set it and forget it.” 

Steamer basket - Steaming is one of the fastest, easiest, and healthiest cooking methods. And 
it’s virtually foolproof - you can steam pretty much any vegetable without measuring a thing. 
Just add enough water to the pot and you are good to go. When I’m making different kinds of 
veggies I love my bamboo steamer baskets. If I’m steaming a giant pile of greens I find this one 
is easiest. 
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